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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK: Students can change gender daily, saying otherwise is ‘violence’ 
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/harvard-students-can-change-gender-daily-saying-otherwise-is-violence 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, April 24, 2017 (LifeSiteNews) -- One of the world’s premier academic institutions has 
published a student guide that states one’s gender can ‘change from day to day’ and merely saying that’s not true 
‘is a form of … violence.’  Homosexual activists in the Harvard University office of ‘LGBTQ Student Life’ passed 
out a school-sponsored guide that urges students to ‘fight transphobia.’ Among other claims presented as facts, the 
guide decrees that ‘there are more than two sexes.’  ‘Gender is fluid and changing,’ the guide instructs.

Using carefully worded transgender phraseology, the guide refers to biological gender as one’s ‘sex assigned 
at birth.’  “How are you supposed to write a law that protects against gender or sex discrimination if a person’s 
‘gender identity’ can change daily?” asks Chris Pandolfo at the Conservative Review. “James Madison might’ve 
said something important about ‘mutable’ or constantly changing government and ‘incoherent’ laws once.”

Furthermore, the Harvard guide admonishes students that ‘fixed binaries’ (in other words, referring to the two 
sexes of male and female) and ‘biological essentialism’ (in other words, considering a boy to be a boy and a girl 
to be a girl) ‘threaten(s) the lives of trans people.’  Calling a male by a male pronoun is considered gender assault. 
‘Misgendering someone’ is considered life-threatening. The biblical worldview is characterized as ‘transphobic 
misinformation.’ ‘Transphobic misinformation is a form of systemic violence,’ the guide claims.

Critics say the most dangerous claim of the Harvard encyclical is that opposing views are ‘a form of systemic 
violence.’ In other words, ‘traditional understandings of the roles of men and women and the distinctions between 
male and female are ‘violence’.’ If you follow this line of thinking, then when, for example, Jesus says in Matthew 
19, “Have you not read that he who created them from the beginning made them male and female”…  — ‘that’s 
violence,’ Pandolfo pointed out.   Campus Reform reports that several Harvard students expressed outrage about 
the misuse of tuition money for the politically correct student guide, but ‘all declined to comment on the record 
due to concerns about potential repercussions from the school.’   Pandolfo opined, ‘One wonders if Harvard’s 
administration has paused to consider whether they are providing a ‘Safe Space’ for students who think that men 
are men and women are women.’  ‘This is the sad state of affairs at colleges and universities,’ Pandolfo concludes.  
‘Traditional values are called violent. Mob violence to silence free speech is called justice.’

To which Wallace Klinck from Canada responds: 
That is where we have arrived.  Even I am taken aback by the speed with which it has happened.  The meanings 
of words are now decreed to be entirely “fluid” and can mean anything that facilitates the militant Revolution now 
seeking absolute power.  The majority have no rights, which are held by the elite intelligentsia only.  The strategy 
is to destroy existing society by separating meanings from words through incessant propaganda and increasing 
arbitrary use of force, both legal and direct.  The policy is to induce widespread cognitive dissonance so to create 
a docile and compliant society.  We are witnessing an advanced stage of Marxist Revolution made possible by the 
sabotage of the institutions of learning as a source of objective knowledge with the collaboration of the popular 
media working in tandem with the academic sabotage.  
This is a total rebellion against the natural order and is disintegrative in both nature and conscious design.  
             (continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page) 
The advance of this Revolutionary policy is facilitated by 
the existing increasingly defective financial system which 
generates an ever expanding volume of people who are 
enslaved to debt and cannot survive financially.  They 
naturally fall prey to the seductive doctrine of “economic 
exploitation” because exploding fraudulent financial debt 
has robbed them of their rightful inheritance.  What Marx 
fails to do directly the financial system does indirectly 
by appropriating the communal capital by means of debt 
rather than direct expropriation.  

Harvard has been one of the primary sources of this 
pervasive Fabian Socialist Keynesian debt financial 
policy.  As C. H. Douglas prophesied, we will either 
reform our evil and defective financial system and 
emerge into the light of a New Civilization, or we will 
be cast into the hell of a new Dark Age.   
“Conservatives”, “Christians”, and all who value 
freedom, had better get their heads out of the sand—or 
the clouds, whichever may be the case. - (emphasis-ed) 
       ***

On 27 March 2017, ABC News reported: 
‘In 2014, 12 financial institutions signed up to build the 
NPP, (New Payment Platform…ed) partly as a way of 
bringing Australia up to speed with other countries that 
are ahead in the race to becoming completely cashless.

Sweden is on track to become the world’s first 
completely cashless economy, and just last November 
India got rid of its highest denomination bills, effectively 
eliminating 90 per cent of its paper money.  Professor 
Holden estimates Australia could be cash free as early as 
2020…’

Am I the only one who sees the centralizing dangers in 
Australia becoming ‘a cashless society’ under the present 
financial policies? 

According to Michael Edwards on ABC AM, 27 March 
2017:  “The Reserve Bank is introducing new technology 
this year which will push Australia even further towards 
being a cashless society. Later this year the bank will 
roll out a new system called the New Payment Platform 
(NPP).  The NPP will mean money can be transferred 
almost instantaneously, even when the payer and payee 
are members of different banks.

(Please note this sentence is about ‘credit’ – not physical 
money.  That is, ‘money’ in the form of ‘blips on a 
computer’, produced as a debt, and bearing interest 
charges.)  

The technology will also support “overlay” services, 
meaning banks will be able to create their own payment 
services to entice customers…”

Read full article here: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-03-27/
is-australia-on-the-brink-of-becoming-cashless-society/8377288

There is all the difference in the world between a 
government-constitutionally-authorized financial system 
and the present fraudulent bank ‘credit’ system.

ABC News continues:  ‘Professor Richard Holden, 
from the University of New South Wales, has been 
studying the rise of the electronic economy and said 
the NPP would make electronic payments “super easy.”  
“[It] is going to make it super easy to transfer money 
instantaneously for free of any amount or kind,” he said. 
“So you’re not going to have to worry about setting up 
someone as a payee in your online banking and making 
sure you’ve typed in the BSB number and stuff like that.”

“It’s really going to be as simple as, I want to pay you 
$30 now for some service and I can just pay it based on 
an email address or phone number.”

THIS NEWS REPORT DOESN’T MENTION  
BANK CONTROL OF CREDIT

Nowhere does this news article report that the banks 
‘create the credit’ themselves whilst constitutionally it is 
governments who are meant to be responsible for this to 
their citizens.  I would have expected ‘that’ to be the big 
news for them to report on.   
But no.  Australians are to be kept in the dark as the 
centralisation of the financial system continues unabated 
by faceless international bankers, under our very noses. 
       ***

NPP and AUSTRALIA AS A ‘CASHLESS’ SOCIETY by Betty Luks 

SMART METER SECURITY OFFERS A RANGE OF OPTIONS FOR HACKERS
Ref: http://thenewdaily.com.au/life/tech/2017/04/26/smart-electricity-meter-rob-house/

Smart electricity meters carry vulnerabilities that could 
assist burglars and compromise privacy, but Australian 
households are not being warned of the risks, a leading 
cyber-security expert has warned.  Nigel Phair from 
the University of Canberra’s Centre for Internet Safety 
compiled a report on the risks of smart meters, which 
send data on a home’s utility use back to providers 
remotely rather than being read manually... 

...Once a device had been cracked, the report found 
hackers monitoring real-time electricity usage could learn 
anything from when the refrigerator was last opened, to 
what program occupants were watching on television... 
Among the report’s other concerns was an incident in 
Puerto Rico in which businesses and members of the 
general public would pay hackers to slash their electricity 
meter readings by as much as 75 per cent...  ***
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Sweden is white pathology at its viral, peak, disease. 
Following the Islamic State-linked terrorist attack earlier 
this month in Stockholm, one opinion poll found that 
more people feel that the country is heading in the ‘right 
direction,’ and they don’t mean ‘Right’ with a capital ‘R’.  
Women are in the main, feeling ‘positive.’ 
See:  http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/04/18/
after-stockholm-attack-more-swedes-country-going-right-direction/. 

They don’t call it the ‘Stockholm syndrome,’ the loving 
of abusers, for nothing:  
http://counsellingresource.com/therapy/self-help/stockholm/. 
This contrasts with the non-racially suicidal policies 
of Poland, who will not allow the ‘bloody harvest’ of 
multiculturalism: http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/04/19/
western-europe-bloody-harvest-multiculturalism-poland/:

‘The Polish interior minister affirmed Poland will not 
repeat the Western European policy of multiculturalism 
which he said has led to the ‘bloody harvest’ of 
multiple terror attacks across the continent since the 
start of the migrant crisis.
“The policy of multiculturalism in Western Europe is 
bringing about a bloody harvest in the form of terrorist 
attacks,” Mariusz Błaszczak told Polish Radio on 
Tuesday.
The conservative Law and Justice government 
(Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, PiS)   has refused to accept 
migrants from the Middle East and Africa under an EU 
programme to relocate across the bloc some 98,000 
asylum seekers currently residing in camps in Italy and 
Greece.
At the EU summit on the migrant crisis in September 
2015, Poland’s previous coalition government led by 
Donald Tusk’s Civic Platform (Platforma Obywatelska, 
PO) agreed to accept 4,500-5,000 asylum seekers.

However, the following month PiS swept the 
parliamentary election and proceeded to reject the 
previous government’s migrant position.
“Our predecessors, agreeing to receive thousands of 
refugees – and de facto immigrants from the Middle 
East, and northern Africa – were striving to bring about 
such a crisis,” Błaszczak said.
He added that while PiS was in power, it would “not 
allow a repeat of what we are dealing with in Western 
Europe.”

At last, a real show of manhood in this cucked world. 
But we need to beware that the global elites are marching 
ever onward with their agenda and show no signs of 
pausing to even catch their breath, however old they 
are: http://www.express.co.uk/news/politics/794729/Jean-Claude-
Juncker-EU-chief-meet-George-Soros-discuss-Hungary-legal-action. 
Jean-Claude Juncker will hold a behind closed doors 
meeting with George Soros at which the pair will discuss 
legal action against the Hungarian government… The 
EU Commission chief will host the billionaire financier 
in Brussels as part of eurocrats’ preparations to take 
Budapest to court over a number of alleged breaches of 
EU law. 
Brussels has been enraged by the actions of firebrand 
prime minister Viktor Orban, who has passed a new law 
in an attempt to close a university backed by Mr Soros. 
The Hungarian PM has cast the institution as an ‘enemy 
within’ and says it is being used by the billionaire to 
push a liberal pro-EU agenda against his right-wing 
government.’
No-one can say that old George is lacking in animal 
spirits, and our side certainly needs to be eating and 
drinking whatever it is that he does. 
       ***

SWEDISH WHITE PATHOLOGY by Bruce Bennett

WHITES AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF CHINESE CIVILISATION by Brian Simpson
I have published material at the Crossroads site relevant 
to the intelligence debate between our Dr Peter J. White 
and a ‘Mr Li.’ 
In a number of papers, I have presented summary of 
literature indicating that there was a White foundation to 
Chinese culture.  
See: B. Simpson, ‘Biological Evidence of Europeans in 
China in Pre-history,’ at  https://thecross-roads.org/race-culture-
nation/103-biological-evidence-of-europeans-in-china-in-pre-history-by-
brian-simpson.  
See also: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2169275/.   
There is a strong suggestion of this from the mummies 
of Ürumchi (E. W. Barber, The Mummies of Ürumchi, 
(Macmillan, 1999), 4,000 year old Nordic (Northern 
European) mummies found in the Tarim Basin of the 
Chinese-administered Uyghur Autonomous Region. 

The mummies were dressed in fine clothes, indicting 
that they were nobles, and had fair and red hair, and 
skull features of Nordics, such as high-bridged noses: 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kristinakillgrove/2015/07/18/these-
red-haired-chinese-mummies-come-from-all-over-eurasia-dna-
reveals/#7f9bc6413e2c.   
Their clothes had decorative birds woven into the fabric 
such as peacocks, birds not found in Central Asia. Sir 
Marc Aurel Stein (Preliminary Report on A Journey 
of Archaeological and Topographical Explorations in 
Chinese Turkestan, (1901)) had found similar Nordic 
mummies a century previous. 
Further evidence can be found in numerous texts such 
as Terrien de LaCouperie, Western Origins of the Early 
Chinese Civilisation from 2,300 BC to 200 AD, (Asher, 
London, 1894).    (continued on next page)
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Dear Sir,  I listened to ABC radio this morning and heard 
your very good presentation to the crowd. There was one 
point which may have been open to interpretation, where 
I felt uneasy. This was in reference to “nationalism”.
I gathered you believe nationalism to be not a desirable 
aim or policy. If I recall, you also mentioned those who 
pursue such aims are narrow-minded, or words to that 
effect.
My concept of the tremendous bravery and sacrifices 
of Australian soldiers was all about nationalism. They 
gave their all for our freedom, rights and culture to be 
protected for future generations.
Today, the emphasis is on globalisation or 
internationalism which is contrary to nationalism. 
Furthermore it has delivered trade wars, legal nightmares 
as we are required to comply with global (U. N.) 
Conventions. Our culture is threatened by immigrants 
whose aim is to destroy our Christian heritage and 
replace it with a system from which (strangely) they fled.
I support nationalism.
On another matter; the “Welcome to Country” has now 
become part of many ceremonies and is acceptable 
in most cases. This morning the presenter spoiled 
her welcome by launching into political matters of 
recognition of aborigines.
Her address highlighted to me, how the play for 
Constitutional Recognition will lead to great division. 
Our constitution correctly refers only to “Australians”. 
We are all Australians irrespective of our background. 
To mention one section of our population automatically 
creates division - a “them and us” situation.
I hope you accept these remarks as constructive 
comment.  Ken Grundy, Naracoorte, SA  ***

LETTER TO MR IAN SMITH,  
Chief Organiser, Anzac Day Events

(continued from previous page)  
A popular book, Ali Aliabadi, On Martial Arts, Zen, and 
the Blue-Eyed, Red-Beared Barbarian, (Ostara, 2012), 
contains numerous references to scholarly literature 
indicating that there was a Northern European origin to 
Buddhism and the Asian martial arts, with the founder, 
Bodhidharma, being described in old texts as a “blue-
eyed barbarian.” 
Chinese scientist Sun Weidong has proposed that ancient 
Chinese texts better fit the geography of Egypt than 
China, and that the founders of China, the ruling elites 
who got Chinese civilisation going, were from Egypt: 
http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/09/02/did-chinese-civilization-come-from-
ancient-egypt-archeological-debate-at-heart-of-china-national-identity/; 
http://culture.caixin.com/2016-02-04/100907204_all.html#page2.
This research calls into question the generally 
sycophantic attitude taken in a publication such 
as the otherwise good, American Renaissance 
(but see: https://www.amren.com/news/2016/11/
why-have-asians-not-dominated-iq-creativity/). 
Mr Li has some work cut out for him!    ***

BEING IN TIME: A POST-POLITICAL 
MANIFESTO by Gilad Atzmon (Author)

Being in Time is a 
courageous attempt to 
grasp the intellectual 
developments that 
have led towards the 
current dystopia. The 
book delves into the 
bankruptcy of the 
ideological grand 
narratives. It explores 
the colossal failure of 
the media, academia 
and politics to detect 
and address the events 
that led us towards our 
destitution. It identifies 

the ideologies that have planted Identitarian politics and 
the tyranny of political correctness in our midst. We, 
the people, have been demoted into mere audience in a 
Greek tragedy that happens to be the story of our own 
destruction. The time is ripe to understand it all. 
 ORDER FROM YOUR LOCAL LIBRARY 
ALSO Available here for  $15.00 +p&h 
https://www.amazon.com/Being-Time-Post-Political-Gilad-
Atzmon/dp/191107220X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1493214670&
sr=8-1&keywords=atzmon


